The next challenge in B2B information:
The shift beyond workflow to business solutions
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Methodology

The findings of this white paper have been developed through interviews with senior executives at a range of leading B2B information businesses, private equity investors, and market commentators, combined with the knowledge and expertise of AMR International and DeSilva+Phillips in the sector.
Executive summary

B2B information is shifting toward solutions that more directly impact customers' business goals; this will create significant new revenue opportunities. This change will have implications on the market, including the competitive landscape, how information providers are structured and how they approach customers.

- There is a growing trend of B2B information businesses providing solutions that more directly address specific customer business goals: cost reduction, productivity improvement and revenue growth. For example:
  - In banking compliance, solutions now exist to reduce headcount through automating processes.
  - In healthcare services, there are solutions that directly aim to reduce drug expenditure, and increase the efficiency of doctors.

- As information providers seek to maintain fast growth, this shift is expected to continue:
  - Future gains from the development of workflow tools will only provide incremental customer value and are unlikely to sustain historic growth rates.
  - Customers are seeking a clearer connection between information products and their overall business objectives.
  - Winning solutions will be able to tap into larger customer budgets.

To deliver information solutions, providers may require a blend of capabilities beyond the current content and workflow offering:

- Advanced technology: including predictive analytics, visualization platforms and decision support tools.
- Services: process orientated services that currently cannot be automated.
- Consulting: retainer based, this provides additional insight built on top of content and analytics.

To sustain growth and to build and maintain a defendable position, B2B information providers face a number of strategic challenges:

- Set a clear strategy to embrace this shift.
- Identify and acquire the right mix of capabilities to create solutions aligned to customers’ specific business objectives.
- Assess new competitive threats emerging from technology and consulting businesses that are developing information solutions. This also creates new acquisition and partnership opportunities.
- Rethink their go-to-market approach; they will need to educate and sell to senior decision makers within client organizations. The resulting sales cycle will become longer.
**Introduction**

An attractive, diverse market where technology is enabling significant transition

The B2B information market – defined as the supply of quantitative and / or qualitative information, knowledge, insight and related tools to customers – is diverse, spanning a range of industries, functional areas and business models.

As traditional content offerings came under pressure from cheaper, alternative sources, B2B information providers innovated through the development of software-enabled content and workflow tools. These new technologies have driven growth in the market, by adding value to customers through better insight, more efficient workflow and improved compliance. Now, workflow tools and software-enabled content are becoming ubiquitous across most sectors.

This shift towards more software-enabled content has also been reflected in product development and M&A activity. Established B2B information businesses are focused on acquiring assets which provide additional workflow and technology capabilities. These software and workflow-focused assets, such as IHS’s acquisition of Seismic Micro-Technology at 20x EBITDA and Thomson Reuters recent acquisition of Practical Law Company, continue to command higher premiums than more traditional publishing and content assets.

### EBITDA multiples (2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software and workflow focused</th>
<th>12x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content focused</td>
<td>7x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Average EV/EBITDA multiples for relevant deals announced in 2012.
Source: Capital IQ, Desilva + Phillips, AMR International

---

**Revenue and Growth in the B2B information market ($bn)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Revenue ($bn)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015F</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAGR:
- Software and workflow focused: 5.2%
- Content focused: 3.8%
- CAGR: 5.2%

Note: Market size based on content, data, and analytics revenue of B2B information providers. This excludes advertising, book and magazine publishing, and events.
Source: AMR International
The next evolution
Alignment of information solutions to business goals

Historically, innovation in software-enabled content has primarily been focused on end users and improving their workflows. However, as the penetration of workflow tools increase, further innovation is leading to incremental, rather than substantial, benefits to the customer.

At the same time, customers are increasingly seeking a clearer understanding of how information products impact their overall business objectives. Products that are unable to demonstrate a ROI with customer outcomes face increasing budget pressure.

As a result, to sustain future growth, information providers need a shift in mindset. They need to focus on solutions that more directly meet the specific business goals of their customers.

Although this development is relatively new within the B2B information market, this has already occurred in a number of other industries:

- In facilities management, the military no longer just outsources labor for vehicle maintenance; it contracts its suppliers to deliver a set number of hours of vehicle availability.
- In IT, there has been a shift from a hardware products emphasis towards a services / system based industry.
- In B2B advertising, lead generation, which demonstrably links sales leads with marketing spend, has emerged from basic display advertising.

The implications in each of these industries have been profound. In order to maintain growth, suppliers have had to alter operating and pricing models, sales and marketing strategies and approach to product development.

Within B2B information, providers will need to adapt to this shift by extending the scope of current business models. A number of capabilities, beyond existing content and workflow tools, will need to be added:

- Advanced technology: integrating proprietary, third party and customer content / data to develop predictive analytics, visualization platforms and decision support tools.
- Services: combining data, technology and people to deliver more customized content which currently cannot be fully automated.
- Consulting: typically a small portion of the overall offering sold through a retainer based model, consulting capabilities provide customized insight built on top of content.

The blend of capabilities required for each solution will vary by sector and customer, depending on what they are trying to achieve, and the level of technological sophistication of their end users.

B2B information is primarily used to achieve three major business goals: cost / risk reduction, productivity improvement, and revenue generation. The trend to solutions can be seen in each segment.
**Cost / risk reduction**

A traditional focus of information providers has been improving end user workflow to generate cost efficiencies. This new focus on business goals allows innovative information providers to assist customers in directly reducing headcount, reducing the risk of adverse events or cutting procurement spend. Solutions addressing cost reduction can be either purely software / content based or they can incorporate services where technology alone cannot fully realize savings.

For instance, within healthcare services, an imperative is to reduce drug costs. Information providers have created tools which, when linked to electronic medical records (EMR), can identify the generic version of brand name drugs at the point of prescription. This solution creates cost savings for payors as physicians are alerted to less expensive substitutes.

**Productivity improvement**

Current workflow tools are relatively well aligned to the goal of productivity improvement. However, developments in these products tend to focus on the existing end user process. There is potential for new solutions to merge or replace parts of the workflow, mostly through the deployment of advanced technology solutions. This creates more significant time savings, particularly for professionals (e.g. lawyers, engineers, doctors) and allows them to increase utilization.

For example, within healthcare services, there have been a number of initiatives focused on reducing the consultation time required for medical professionals. Order sets are standardized order lists of diagnostic and lab tests, as well as drug prescription orders for a certain condition. Traditionally doctors needed to tailor each order set manually based on a patient’s current condition, allergies and prescriptions. Information providers are now developing order sets which are integrated with the EMRs, thus automatically individualizing the order set for each patient. Now doctors can reduce the administrative time spent on patients. In addition, order sets provide a clear audit trail of best practice, reducing the risk of litigation.

In energy information, operators across the value chain are increasingly seeking solutions which marry data with analysis in order to improve the efficiency of analyst’s time. Solution providers have developed advanced data visualization platforms which integrate internal and third party content with analytics and automate functions to speed up frequent user tasks. Currently, over two thirds of information spend in the US and EU power market is on decision-support tools, solutions and analysis, rather than paid for content.

**Case study: Compliance function in banking**

Increased regulatory scrutiny of anti-money laundering (AML) programs has compelled financial institutions to strengthen their customer due diligence and transaction monitoring processes. Together with an increasing number of payments, this is causing AML departments to expand.

While high quality commercial watch list databases and filtering software continue to play a critical role in effective screening, integrated solutions are starting to gain share. Such solutions combine existing databases with smarter filtering software and an additional analyst checking service. The combination of data, technology and service leads to a more efficient AML due diligence process, resulting in headcount savings while maintaining compliance integrity.

By offering a more integrated solution, information providers have been able to capture more value from their customers, from both information and headcount budgets. Furthermore, customer reliance on a full service offering increases the stickiness of such a solution. High switching costs imply that this emerging type of business model will create a strong, defendable position in this market.
Revenue growth

Existing information products, primarily in the form of data and analytics, typically support decision making rather than directly impacting customers’ businesses. These products tend to be more informative, with generic content, rather than customized to specific business goals.

The emergence of ‘big data’ and the associated challenges are leading to the need for a more integrated solution, where the collection and provision of data is coupled with analysis and advice. Customers appear to be increasingly open to third party providers assisting with these challenges.

For more sophisticated customers (e.g. financial traders), where data modeling and interpretation is core, content will retain the greatest value. For less sophisticated customers, there is a larger opportunity to provide higher value solutions through analytics and in some cases, advisory.

In B2B financial information, the customer use case and user sophistication determines the most appropriate solution, even though the underlying content is the same. News on economic indicators, for example, is of interest to financial advisors, who need to be knowledgeable about the economy’s direction to advise their clients properly. This leads to increased assets under management. The value-add for financial advisors arrives through insight and analysis from market experts.

On the other hand, high frequency traders can make direct use of the information. They program their algorithms to place large volume trades microseconds after the information reaches them. In this situation, the value for the customer comes through ultra-fast delivery of accurate data, in a machine readable format. The automated nature of these algorithmic trades also generates a direct linkage between the information provided and the user outcome, as determined by the resulting trades. This allows for more demonstrable ROI for both the user and the information provider.

Case study: Retail data

Traditionally, retail data businesses collected, collated and disseminated point-of-sale data. Brands and retailers used the information to assist with making decisions about which brands and SKUs to stock, how to price products and how to direct promotional spending. However, data and analytics were not used at the strategic level, thus limiting their value.

The early providers of a solutions based approach have begun to integrate existing data and tools with advanced predictive analytics, shopper insights, and advisory services. Providers have also shifted their sales strategy from engaging with the analyst, to advising strategic decision makers in innovation and marketing. These solutions provide more actionable information to the appropriate audience.

These solutions have required information providers to deepen both technical knowledge and retail expertise. Ultimately, this has enabled information businesses to access new budgets from more strategic stakeholders.
Implications

Although currently an emerging shift, aligning information solutions to customers’ business goals will be key to sustaining growth and competitiveness in B2B information over the next five years. New business models will open significant new revenue opportunities, previously outside of traditional information budgets.

However, in order to fully take advantage of this shift, there are a number of challenges which face B2B information providers:

- **Set the direction:** Information providers need to recognize that this shift could have a significant impact on the culture and mindset of their businesses. This requires a clear strategy, which sets out the extent to which the organization will embrace this shift, and the actions required for this to happen.

- **Identify and acquire capabilities:** As we have seen, business models will need to evolve. This may require information providers to extend beyond content and workflow tools to incorporate advanced technology, consulting and service elements. These steps will enable them to have the greatest impact on their customers. As a result, future product development will need to include not only technical expertise, but also domain expertise. Both are necessary to ensure that the right content and analytics are captured, and that they are applied directly to meet specific customer goals.

- **Assess new competitive threats:** Integrated information solutions will also lead to the emergence of new competitors in the form of technology providers and consultancies. This is already happening in markets such as healthcare information where EMR providers are acquiring content providers and consultancies are building data and analytics products to enhance their existing offerings. As new competitors enter the market this creates opportunities for acquisition and partnership.

- **Rethink the go-to-market approach:** A shift in mindset from marketing products to solutions will be required. This necessitates a more sophisticated sales force, capable of educating and selling to senior decision makers. The sales cycle will lengthen as approval for higher value solutions involves additional stakeholders.

---

**Checklist for information providers to move into solutions**

- What are the specific, strategic business objectives of your customers?
- How should your existing operating model to create solutions that more directly address customer business objectives?
- How do you acquire these missing capabilities? Is acquisition, partnership or organic investment the best strategy?
- How should your existing go-to-market strategy evolve to sell new information solutions effectively, and capture an appropriate share of the value created for your customers?
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